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The understanding of cycling and electrochemical characteristics of Si particle anodes for Li-ion batteries has previously been
hindered by very fast capacity fading. Optimizing the electrode architecture to significantly improve its stability up to the
1000 mAh/g charge-discharge level has made it possible to investigate these properties to a greater depth than before. The
capacity fading and lithiation mechanisms of Si and C-coated Si particles have been studied in this paper by cycling test and
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy �EIS� analysis. The capacity vs cycle number plot exhibits two regions of different fading
rates, including an initial region of slow fading followed by accelerated decay. The latter may be associated with large-scale failure
of the electrode structure. EIS revealed a core-shell lithiation mechanism of Si. C-coating not only exerts remarkable favorable
effects against capacity fading, but also serves as a conduit for Li ions to the reaction with Si particles.
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As one approach to increase the electrical storage capacity for
the Li-ion secondary battery, a vast amount of work has been de-
voted to replace the graphite anode with new materials that form
alloys with Li. Among them, silicon is an attractive candidate due to
its potentially very large capacity, over 3000 mAh/g.1,2 The appli-
cation of Si anode, nevertheless, has been hindered by rapid capacity
fading upon charge-discharge �C-D� cycling. Although the fading is
apparently associated with the dramatic volumetric variation upon
the alloying/dealloying reactions with Li, the current understanding
of the mechanistic mechanism to such failure in fact remains vague,
and the interplay between the architecture of a Si particle electrode
and its cycle life has yet to be systematically explored. In addition,
although there has been an increasing amount of literature on basic
electrochemical properties of thin-film electrodes of Si and its
alloys3-6 in recent years, information for the Si particle electrode is
scarce. This is partly because it has indeed been difficult to achieve
long enough cycle life for detailed characterization.

It has been demonstrated in our previous studies7,8 that the
amount of conductive graphitic/carbonaceous additives and the type
of binder material have significant effects on the stability of the Si
particle anode. By optimizing these electrode architecture factors,
significant enhancement in the cycling stability of Si particle anodes
has been made. This has made it possible for us to carry out elec-
trochemical characterizations on this type of Si electrode to a greater
extent than before.

In addition, great enthusiasm has also been shown to coat the Si
particles with secondary materials, which may serve either to in-
crease the conductivity of the electrode or to be a buffer that can
partially accommodate the volumetric variation.9-13 Among these
secondary materials, including C, oxides, and nitrides, only coating
with graphite/C has so far shown a promising effect,9-11 but the role
of C has not been elucidated.

In this work, the electrochemical properties of Si and carbon-
coated Si �which is hereafter abbreviated as C-Si� particle electrodes
have been studied mainly by C-D cycling test and electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy �EIS� analyses. In brief, two fading modes
for Si anode have been identified, including a local one due to loss
of electronic contact between individual particles and a global mode
due to failure of the entire electrode structure. Coating of Si particles
with conductive C was found to effectively suppress the local fading
and improve structural stability. C-D potential data along with im-
pedance analysis indicate that lithiation of Si proceeds via the for-
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mation of LixSi layers with different x values within Si particles, and
the C coating can serve as an intermediate conduit of Li ions before
reacting with Si particles.

Experimental

Sample preparation.— The Si powder employed has an average
size of �3 �m with 85% of the particles being smaller than 5 �m.7

It was obtained by ballmilling a 20-�m starting powder purchased
from Aldrich �99%�. Wet ballmilling was carried out in a polyethyl-
ene jar containing an ethanol-water �95:5� solution and two different
Al2O3 balls that are of 5 and 2 mm diam, respectively, and at a
rotation speed of 300 rpm for 24 h. C-Si powder was prepared by a
fluidized-bed type of chemical vapor deposition �CVD�. In a typical
run, carrier gas, N2, was bubbled through a benzene reservoir and
then directed to a vertical reactor, where the Si powder was loaded.
To enable fluidization of the powder, an electromagnetic valve was
used to produce pulsed flow. The deposition process was carried out
at 900°C. The C-Si particles were gently ground and sieved before
electrode preparation.

Electrode and coin-cell preparation.— The Si electrodes were
constituted of, on the dry basis, 62 wt % active material �i.e., Si or
C-Si�, 30 wt % conductive additives, and 8 wt % binder. The binder
was a mixture of styrene-butadiene-rubber �SBR; L1571, Asahi
Chemicals� and sodium-carboxyl-methyl-cellulose �SCMC; WS-C,
Cellogen, DKS International, Inc.� with 1:1 weight ratio. The con-
ductive additives included graphitic flakes �KS6, 3 �m, Timcal� and
nanosized carbon black �Super P, 40 nm, Timcal� with a weight ratio
of 5:1. The mixed slurry was coated on Cu foil with a final film
thickness of �50 �m. CR2032 coin cells were fabricated from the
Si and C-Si electrodes. The counter electrode was lithium foil. The
electrolyte was 1 M LiPF6 in ethylene carbonate �EC�: ethyl methyl
carbonate �EMC� �1:2�. All the potentials reported herein are refer-
enced to Li/Li+.

Electrochemical and material characterizations.— A C-D cycle
consisted of the steps of �i� discharging �lithiating� at a constant
current �CC� of 0.3 mA/mg until either the selected specific capacity
�mAh/g� or the zero-potential bound was reached, and �ii� charging
�delithiating� at 0.3 mA/mg until the cutoff voltage �1.2 V� was
reached. An equilibrating period of 5 h was adopted at the end of the
first discharging.

For EIS analysis, each coin cell was consecutively charged or
discharged to different levels at which impedance spectra were
taken. The cell was allowed to equilibrate for 30 min before each
spectrum was taken. An Autolab frequency response analyzer �Au-
tolab, Eco Chenie PGSTAT30� was employed for obtaining the
spectra within the frequency range from 5 mHz to 60 kHz. The
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resistance across the electrode �overlay + Cu� was also measured by
using the four-point method. It is clear that the resistance is contrib-
uted mainly by the overlay.

Thermal gravimetrical analysis �TGA� was performed by using
an Ulvac TGD-7000 at a scanning rate of 5°C/min to determine the
amount of C coating. Particle morphologies were examined by scan-
ning electron microscopy �SEM; LEO1530�. Cross-sectional micro-
structures of the C-coating layer were examined by transmission
electron microscopy �TEM; JEM-2010�. X-ray diffraction �XRD�
was carried out on a Mac-Science/MXP diffractometer with Cu K�
radiation. Raman scattering �Olympus BH2-UMA� was measured at
room temperature on a Renishaw 2000 micro-Raman Fourier trans-
form spectrometer using an Ar+ laser at 514 nm as the excitation
source.

Results and Discussion

XRD patterns of pure silicon and carbon-coated silicon were
presented in Fig. 1. The presence of the C coating was evidenced by
the presence of a broad �002� peak at 2� � 25°, which is close to
the �002� reflection of graphite. However, the d-spacing of this peak
is 0.350 nm, in contrast to 0.335 nm for graphite, suggesting de-
fected crystalline structure. Raman spectroscopy analysis indicated
only �50% graphene bonding coordination �Fig. 2�.

TGA analysis indicated that the C-Si particles contain 27 wt %
C. SEM micrographs show that while the surface of the Si particle is
smooth �Fig. 3a�, the C coating exhibits a granular surface morphol-
ogy �Fig. 3b and c�. More importantly, the coating shows excellent
conformity and uniformity in thickness. Cross-sectional TEM

Figure 1. XRD patterns of �1� Si and �2� C-coated Si particles.

Figure 2. Raman spectrum showing the bonding structure of the C-coating.
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Figure 3. SEM micrographs of �a� Si and �b, c� C-Si particles, showing
conformal deposition of granular C-coating on Si.
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�Fig. 4� identified that the C coating has a thickness of �500 nm
and contains granules of �50 nm diam. These microstructural data
basically showed that uniform coating of disordered C has been
achieved by the CVD process utilizing the pulsed-flow, fluidized-
bed technique.

Figures 5 and 6 summarize the discharge �lithiation� and charge
�delithiation� capacity data for the Si and C-Si electrodes, respec-
tively, while Fig. 7 showed the potential curves of selected cycles.
Two designated discharge levels, 800 and 1000 mAh/g, have been
tested for either electrode. The designated discharge capacities were
calculated by taking into account solely the active material, either Si
or the C-Si particles, in the electrode. The graphitic component of
the conductive additives, KS6, was checked to have a capacity of
�170 mAh/g. �This value is lower than that �340 mAh/g� previ-
ously reported by Winter et al.14 The difference may be caused by
different C-D current densities employed. Current densities of
0.01 mA/mg during the first circle followed by 0.1 mA/mg in the
rest cycles was employed in the previous study, while 0.3 mAh/mg
was used here.� Furthermore, as shown later, the C coating was

Figure 4. Cross-sectional TEM image of the C-coating on Si particle.

Figure 5. Capacity vs cycle number plots for Si electrode at designated
discharge capacities of 800 and 1000 mAh/g. The open symbols are for
discharge �lithiation� capacities, and the solid symbols for charge �delithia-
tion� capacities.
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estimated to contribute a capacity of �30 mAh/g C-Si. By taking
these contributions into account, Table I lists the estimated discharge
capacities of the Si phase in either electrode under the designated
discharge capacities. For the Si electrode, the true discharge capacity
of the Si particle is smaller than the designated value due to the
contribution of the conductive additives. For the C-Si electrode, it is
reversed because the C-coating never contributes as much capacity
as the Si phase. As an example, in the case of designated discharge
capacity of 800 mAh/g �C-Si�, subtracting the contribution
��69 mAh/g� due to the K26 graphitic additive gives the true dis-
charge capacity of 731 mAh/g for the C-Si particles. The discharge
capacity of the Si component, Y �mAh/g Si�, of the composite par-
ticles can then be calculated by the following equation

Y � �1-27 wt %� = �731 − 30� mAh/g

which gives Y of 960 mAh/g Si, as shown in Table I.
At the designated discharge capacity of 800 mAh/g for Si �Fig.

5�, fading in charge �dealloying� capacity commenced at the 25th
cycle. Before that, the electrode showed coulombic efficiencies bet-
ter than 95%. Beyond the 25th cycle, two fading regimes can be
identified. The first regime occurred between the 25th and 52nd
cycles, where the designated discharge capacity level can be reached
but the coulombic efficiency starts to fall. That is, although Li ions
are allowed to react with sufficient Si to reach the designated depth
�800 mAh/g�, not all of them are released during charge. The results

Figure 6. Capacity vs cycle number plots for C-Si electrode at designated
discharge capacities of 800 and 1000 mAh/g. The open symbols are for
discharge �lithiation� capacies, and the solid symbols for charge �delithiation�
capacities.

Figure 7. Potential vs capacity plots for �solid line� Si electrode and
�dashed� C-Si electrode.
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indicate that the Si particles are always in good contact with the
conductive additives during discharge, but some individual particles
begin to lose contact with the conductive additives upon charge.
This is mainly because the volumes of the particles are expanding
during lithiation, while they start to shrink upon delithiation. This
fading mode can be considered as a local mode which is associated
with individual particles.

The second regime occurs beyond the 52nd cycle, where the
designated discharge capacity can no longer be reached �Fig. 5�.
That is, there are not sufficient Si particles in good contact with the
conductive additives even during discharge, and it suggests that the
entire structure of the electrode became severely loosened and
crumbled. This may be referred to as a global mode and is associ-

Table I. Estimated discharge capacities of the Si phase in the Si
and C-Si electrodes.

Electrode

Designated discharge
capacity
�mAh/g�

Discharge
capacity of Si

�mAh/g�a

Si 800 731
Si 1000 931

C-Si 800 960
C-Si 1000 1275

a The capacities are calculated based on a capacity of 170 mAh/g for
the KS6 graphitic additive and a capacity of 30 mAh/g C-Si contrib-
uted by the C coating.
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ated with the failure of the entire electrode architecture. It can be
seen that, once getting into this mode, the electrode completely
failed within a few cycles �Fig. 5�. In essence, the local fading mode
is characterized by the attainment of the designated discharge capac-

Figure 8. Differential capacity plots for �solid line� Si electrode and
�dashed� C-Si electrode.

Figure 9. EIS spectra and equivalent cir-
cuits for Si electrode: �a, b� 100 mAh/g;
�c, d� 400 mAh/g; �e, f� 600 mAh/g.
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ity in combination with a coulombic efficiency being significantly
less than unity. The global fading mode is by accelerated declination
in attainable discharge capacity.

Using the features shown in the capacity vs cycle number plot
that are associated with fading mechanism, we can now see how
different factors influence the cycling stability of the Si electrode.
For example, as shown in Fig. 5, the discharged depth has a signifi-
cant effect on the occurrence of both local and global fading modes.
For the designated discharge capacity of 1000 mAh/g, the local
mode commences at the very beginning of the cycling test, while the
global mode set in at the 10th cycle. Both occurred much earlier
than for 800 mAh/g. As shown in Fig. 6, the C-Si showed only the
global fading mode but not the local one. It means that the Si par-
ticles, either fresh or fractured by reactions, are mostly in good
contact with conductive materials within the electrode until the en-
tire structure of the electrode started to fail. In addition, the global
fading mode proceeds at slower rate �vs cycle number� for the
C-coated Si. That is, the entire electrode structure of the C-Si elec-
trode is mechanically more stable and “tolerating” toward volume
variations during cycling. The C-Si electrode shows overall remark-
ably improved cycling stability than the Si electrode, particularly for
the high discharge depth. At 1000 mAh/g, the C-Si electrode did not
exhibit fading until the 57th cycle, in contrast to complete fading at
the 8th cycle for the Si electrode.

Accordingly, the C-D data have suggested two effects due to the
C-coating. First, the skip of the local fading mode suggests that the
coating serves to form an exquisite conductive network to allow the
fractured Si particles to remain in good electronic connection with
one another. Such a network cannot be achieved by mechanical
mixing of Si particles and conductive additives. The resistance mea-
sured across the electrode �overlay + Cu� was found to be reduced
by more than 50%, from 55 �� for Si to 26 �� for C-Si, by the
presence of the surface carbon coating. Second, the C coating could
serve as a buffer to partially accommodate the volume variation
during the C-D cycling so that the stability of the entire electrode
structure can be improved.

It is also interesting to notice that, for either Si or the C-Si
electrode, it in some cases took a couple of “induction” cycles to
reach the full designated discharge capacity �e.g., for Si at
800 mAh/g in Fig. 5 or C-Si at 1000 mAh/g in Fig. 6�. This induc-
tion phenomenon, which has not been observed when poly-
vinylidene fluoride is used as the binder, is believed to arise from
incomplete wetting of the electrolyte solution within the electrode.
This is a particular problem needing extra precaution when a water-

Figure 10. Impedance imaginary component �−Z�� vs frequency �f� plots
for the Si electrode at discharge depths of 100 and 400 mAh/g, respectively.
The dashed lines are drawn in order to elucidate the presence of a shoulder in
the curve within the high-f region.
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based binder, such as SBR, is employed. Nevertheless, even during
these induction cycles, the irreversible capacity is less than
10 mAh/g.

The Si electrode typically showed an inclined plateau for either
the discharge or charge branch of the potential vs capacity curves
�Fig. 7�. The differential capacity plot �dQ/dV vs capacity� identifies
one major broad peak between 0.35 and 0.15 V followed by a small
peak at �0.1 V during discharge �Fig. 8�. The 0.1 V peak can be
attributed to lithiation of the KS6 component of the conductive ad-
ditive mixture, as confirmed by control study using the KS6 elec-
trode. The broad peak is associated with lithiation of the Si phase
and is believed to result from overlapping of at least two reaction
events, in view of the two delithaition peaks appearing in the charge
branch. The line profiles of the differential capacity plots are con-
sistent with those reported for amorphous Si thin-film electrodes in
the literature.4,6

For the C-Si electrode, there was observed additional insertion of
Li ions between 0.3 and 1.1 V �Fig. 7� as compared with the Si.
Cyclic voltammetry analysis confirmed the reversibility of the reac-
tion�s� within this potential range. It has also been previously ob-
served by Yoshio et al.10,11 and can be attributed to lithiation/
delithiation of disordered C, i.e., of the C coating.15 By shifting the
potential curve of the C-Si electrode horizontally toward the lower
capacity direction, the curve was found to coincide perfectly with
the curve of the Si electrode within the potential range between 0.5
and 0.25 V, i.e., the onset of the reaction plateau of the Si electrode.
The differential capacity curves of the C-Si electrode exhibited es-
sentially the same peak features as the Si electrode below 0.5 V �Fig.
8�. It is thus concluded that contribution of the C coating in coulom-
bic capacity is negligible below 0.5 V. Accordingly, the capacity
contributed by the C coating is estimated to be the capacity differ-
ence between these two curves at 0.5 V, and it is �30 mAh/g
�C-Si�. At lower potential range �ca. �0.3 V�, both the discharge
and charge branches of the C-Si potential curve lie below those of
the Si curve. This is not related to polarization but simply because
the true capacity of the Si phase in the C-Si electrode is in fact
always higher than that in the Si electrode under the same calculated
discharge/charge depth.

The impedance spectra were acquired along the course of a C-D
cycle with the designated discharge capacity of 600 mAh/g. Upon
being charged or discharged to a selected state, a spectrum was
acquired after the cell was allowed to equilibrate for 0.5 h. It was
found that for both the Si and C-Si cells, reproducible trend was not
established until the second cycle. The data described below were
taken during the second cycle for each electrode.

For the Si electrode at 1.2 V, there is detected only an inclined
line which corresponds to an equivalent circuit consisting of a con-
stant phase element �CPE�. The spectrum indicates that there is es-
sentially no lithiation reaction taking place at this potential. Upon
discharge to 100 mAh/g �0.29 V� �Fig. 9a�, the spectrum shows a
depressed semicircle followed by an inclined line. Figure 10 shows
the −Z� �imaginary component of the impedance� vs f �frequency�
plot of the spectrum in logarithm scale, showing a peak within the
f-range associated with the semicircle. Theoretically, if the semi-
circle is associated with only one process, each of the two branches
of the peak should have an asymptote of straight line. However,
there is noted the presence of a shoulder along the high-f branch of
the peak, indicating the presence of an additional process. This
shoulder, in fact, becomes increasingly clear with increasing dis-
charge depth �e.g., 400 mAh/g in Fig. 10�. The data indicate that
there are at least two, but not one, events involved with the semi-
circle. Analogous to lithiation of graphite, the impedance toward the
high-f end may be attributed to the solid/electrolyte interface thin-
film on the Si surface, while the impedance within the intermediate-
f region, which constitutes major part of the semicircle, is due to
charge-transfer. As the high-f event is always small, it is therefore
neglected in the subsequent simulation study for simplicity. By do-
ing so, the Nyquist plot for the discharge depth of 100 mAh/g can
be satisfactorily simulated by a circuit consisting of an electrolyte
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resistance in series with a Randles-type impedance element and a
blocking CPE �Fig. 9b�. CPE, rather than ideal capacitor, has been
introduced in order to simulate the depressed nature of the
intermediate-f semicircle and the nonideality of the blocking capaci-
tance at the low-f end. One possible origin for the CPE characteris-
tics might arise from the porous nature of the electrode.16

At the discharge of 400 mAh/g �Fig. 9c�, the spectrum shows the
following distinct differences from the 100 mAh/g spectrum. First,
the resistance of the intermediate-f semicircle increases significantly,
by nearly eightfold. Second, the low-f line becomes much more
curved. The spectrum can no longer be fitted with the 100 mAh/g
circuit. Rather, the spectrum can be well fitted by the circuit includ-
ing an R//C element in series with a Randles-type impedance ele-
ment �Fig. 9d�. The spectrum at 600 mAh/g �Fig. 9e� is qualitatively
similar to the 400 mAh/g one in line profile, showing mainly a
depressed semicircuit followed by a curved line toward the low-f
end. Accordingly, it can be fitted by using the same equivalent cir-
cuit as the 400 mAh/g spectrum, which consists of two impedance
elements in series, in combination with a significant increase adjust-
ment in resistance of the first impedance element �Fig. 9f�.

The 100 mAh/g equivalent circuit �Fig. 9b� can be interpreted as
the formation of a lithiated layer extending from the surface into the
interior of the Si particle. The Randles impedance element of the
circuit represents the charge-transfer impedance for the Li ion get-
ting into the Si particle, while the CPE element arises from the
presence of the unlithiated Si core. For the equivalent circuit of
ownloaded 27 Nov 2008 to 140.112.113.225. Redistribution subject to 
400 mAh/g �Fig. 9d�, the presence of two impedance elements may
be interpreted as the charge-transfer impedances of two lithiated Si
regions, including an inner Li-lean core �the Randles element� with
a lower Li solubility and an outer Li-rich shell �the R//C element�
with a higher Li solubility range. That is, a core-shell layer structure
consisting of LixSi of different x values is established. The
600 mAh/g circuit �Fig. 9f� suggests that the core-shell structure
remains except that there is perhaps an increase in layer thickness of
the outer LixSi shell and that the charge-transfer resistance associ-
ated with this outer layer increases rapidly with increasing Li-ion
content.

In their microstructural study on lithiated Si particles by high-
resolution TEM, Limthongkul et al.17 reported the observations of
amorphization of Si by the electrochemically driven lithiation and
the coexistence of an amorphous surface layer with a central core of
crystalline Si within individual Si particles. The latter gives support
to the proposed equivalent circuit for the discharge depth of
100 mAh/g as described above �Fig. 9b�. From the kinetic point of
view, the core-shell structure in fact suggests that the lithiation pro-
cess is limited by diffusion of Li ions, in contrast to being limited by
interfacial reaction, and the apparent reaction rate can be described
by an unreacted-core shrinking model.18 Free Gibbs energy
calculation17 has also indicated that amorphization upon lithiation,
rather than formation of crystalline Li-Si alloys, is not due to ther-
modynamic consideration but to slow crystallization kinetics. In this
case, one would expect the amorphized region to have a Si-Li sto-

Figure 11. EIS spectra and equivalent
circuits for C-Si electrode: �a, b�
100 mAh/g; �c, d� 400 mAh/g; �e, f�
600 mAh/g.
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ichiometry close to any of the known Li-Si alloys �but fails to crys-
tallize�. As there are more than one crystalline Li-Si alloys known to
exist,1 more than one amorphous layer having different Li contents
could hence coexist during the course of lithiation. The proposed
core-shell structure may also explain the occurrence of more than
one delithation peak appearing in the differential capacity plots �Fig.
8�.

For the C-Si electrode at the discharge depth of 100 mAh/g, the
Nyquist plot �Fig. 11a� showed a depressed circle followed by a
straight line, similar to that of the Si electrode at the same desig-
nated discharge depth. However, the plot of �−Z�� vs f indicated a
distinct difference between the electrodes, namely, an additional
event within the range between 1 and 100 Hz for the C-Si electrode
�Fig. 12�, and this event must have to do with the C coating. Previ-
ous reports19,20 have indicated that the charge-transfer impedance
for Li intercalation into either graphitic or disordered C has the
characteristic frequency in the range of 1–50 Hz, and thus this ad-
ditional event may be attributed to the charge-transfer impedance
associated with the C coating. These results indicate that at higher
potentials, Li ions preferentially first intercalate into the C coating
and then move into Si. Accordingly, the spectrum can be well simu-
lated by a circuit consisting of an R//C impedance element addi-
tional to the circuit of the 100 mAh/g circuit of Si �Fig. 11b and Fig.
12�. This additional R//C element reflects the charge-transfer im-
pedance associated with Li ion getting into the C-coating.

At the designated discharge depths of 400 and 600 mAh/g, the
impedance plots of the C-Si electrode �Fig. 11c and e� show quali-
tatively the same line profiles as those of Si electrode, i.e., no addi-
tional reaction event as described above was detected, and therefore

Figure 12. Impedance imaginary component �−Z�� vs frequency plots for
the C-Si electrode at the discharge depth of 100 mAh/g. The dashed lines are
the simulated results from, respectively, the R//C and Randles impedance
elements shown in the equivalent circuit in Fig. 11b.
they can be simulated by the same type of equivalent circuits �Fig.

ownloaded 27 Nov 2008 to 140.112.113.225. Redistribution subject to 
11d and f�. That is, the same lithiation mechanism takes places in
both electrodes at higher discharge depths. Physically it means that
lithiation by direct reaction of Li ions at the Si/electrolyte interface
without routing through the C coating becomes predominant below
a certain potential threshold. The same core-shell structure described
above for the uncoated Si particles is also expected to exist within
the C-coated Si particles.

Conclusions

The capacity vs cycle number plot of the Si particle electrode
was found to provide features serving as a useful guide to elucidat-
ing two fading modes, including a local mode arising from loss of
electronic contact of individual particles with the conductive net-
work of the electrode and a global mode that arises from failure of
the entire electrode structure. Surface coating of the Si particles with
conductive C material was found not only to effectively suppress the
local fading mode but also improve the stability against the global
fading mode. The C-D potential vs capacity data and EIS analysis
indicate that lithiation of Si proceeds via a series of reactions that
result in core-shell structure of LixSi with different x values within
Si particles. The C coating can serve as an intermediate conduit of
Li ions before their reacting with Si particles.
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